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 Encryption in general is the process of keeping up the secrecy of data (both 

fixed and versatile) utilizing programs that can Convert and make an 

interpretation of that data into codes so that whenever got to by unapproved 

people doesn't They can comprehend anything since what appears to them is a 

blend of images, numbers and unlimited characters,  the file is encrypted And 

decryption by password, which must be known to both parties (sender and 

receiver) This is called With symmetric encryption, Decryption means 

decryption. The quality and viability of encryption rely upon two key factors: 

the algorithm, and the key length evaluated by Bit, the higher the bit, the 

greater the security and difficulty of decrypting. The concept of soft set was 

studied and applied on the public key cryptography like simple Knapsack and 

Trapdoor Knapsack ciphers. Significant results were presented that was the 

measure of the evaluate encryption using the SNR and PSNR.  
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1. Introduction 

Moldtsov introduced in 1999 new mathematics to deal with the uncertainty concept of soft set Since this 

concept make the link between the set with the parameters of the set does not affect the current methods and 

be free of difficulties Since this theory has multiple applications has been previously proved by 

Moldtsov[1].Maji,p.k [2], from the theoretical side of soft sets, defined and studied many operations.Knapsack 

problem depending on the difficulty of solving that uses for either secrecy or authenticity, but not both the 

simple. Trapdoor Knapsack method depending on the Knapsack problem [3, 4]. The signal to noise ratio 

(SNR) is an appropriate yardstick that uses in the characterization of the physical layer performance. A high 

SNR at the receiver allows an accurate synchronization. Various modulation formats applies to exploit the 

high SNR available at receiver for decoding and This scale Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used which 

represents the light accuracy between the ratio of the maximum value of the signal potential forces with the 

power of noise sabotage  [5-10]. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1 Definition 

Let E be a set of parameters defined on the initial universal set I, called the pair (F, S) and defined on the set I 

by the soft set where F: SP (I) is an mapping and P (I) represents the set of power for I as well SE [1]. 

2.1.1 Example  

Suppose the following: 

       I is a diplomatic men under consideration 

E Represents a set of parameters and each parameter indicates either a word or a sentence 
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E={tall ,average length ,small ,black hair ,blonde hair ,fat man ,graceful man ,weak man ,black eyes ,blue eyes 

,white skin ,black skin} 

In order to define the soft set (F,S) in this case describes the attributes of the human, consider six men in the 

universe set I ,given by I={H1,H2,….,H6} ,and let S={a1,a2,….,a8} 

such that a1, a2,….., a7 and a8 stand for the parameters: tall, small, black hair, blonde hair, black eyes , blue 

eyes, white skin and thin  respectively.  

Suppose that :F(a1) ={H3}, F(a2) ={H1,H2}, F(a3) ={H4,H5,H6}, F(a4) ={H2,H3}, 

 F(a5) ={H2,H6},F(a6)={H1,H3,H4},F(a7)={H1,H3,H4},F(a8)={H1,H3,H4} 

{F(ai),i=1,2,……8} subsets of  the universe set I and a collection of approximate descriptions of an object that 

dealt with table. 

 

Table1: tabular representation of a soft set 
thin white 

skin 

blue 

eyes 

black 

eyes 

blonde 

hair 

Black 

hair 

small Tall E 

U 

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 H1 

0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 H2 

1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 H3 

1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 H4 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 H5 

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 H6 

 

2.2 Knapsack cipher 

Based on NP-complete Knapsack cipher, the declared key encryption can be described in three methods, for 

the first and second method Use them not for authentication but for secrecy, whereas third method was used 

for authentication but not for secrecy, Shamir [3] studied the feasibility of construction, Merkle and Hellman 

(1978) propose a public-key system using Knapsack problem [4] by given A={a1,a2,….,an} positive integer 

and find the positive integer C (cipher text) by  C=A.M  or C=     
 
    

,M={m1,m2,….mn} is represent the plaintext (Message)   

for example  if 

A={10,8,17,20,15,9,6} and M={1,0,1,1,0,0,0} 

then C=10+17+20=47 

The knapsack algorithm is one of the best algorithms to solve arbitrary instances of size n require O( 
 
   ) 

time, in a simple Knapsack (super increasing) it solved in linear time algorithm snap (C,A): 

("simple Knapsack algorithm") 

for i:= n down to 1 do 

begin  

if C ai then  mi=1 else mi=0 

C:=C-ai*mi 

end; 

if C=0 then snap:=M   else  " no solution exists " 

2.2.1 Example 

given   A=(1,3,5,10,22)  and  M=(1,1,0,1,0) 

then 

to encipher is : 

C=A*M=(1+3+10)=14 

to decipher is : 

C= 1422 then  m5=0 

  =14-22*0=14 

C=1410  then  m4=1 

  =14-10*1=4 

C=45  then m3=0 

  =4-5*0=4 
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C=43  then m2=1 

   =4-3*1=1 

C=11  then m1=1 

 M=(m1,m2,m3,m4,m5)=(1,1,0,1,0) 

2.3 Trapdoor Knapsack 

Merkle and Hellman convert it to a Trapdoor Knapsack [4], which hard to solve  

-choose A=(a1,a2,….an)  , ai   
   
    

-choose U2an   
 
    

-choose W so that  gcd(U,W)=1 

-compute W
-1

 = W
(u)-1

 mod U 

-compute EA=W*A mod U 

Where EA is public-key,A and W
-1

  are secrete  

to encipher is : 

C=EA*M 

To decipher : 

C'=w
-1

*C mod U 

you have A and C' solve linearly form 

C'=A*M 

2.3.1 Example: 

if  A=(1,3,5,10) 

-  U=20 

-  W=7  , gcd(7,20)=1 

-  then W
-1

=W
(U)-1

 mod U 

                 =7
(7)-1

 mod 7 

                 =7
6-1

   mod 7 

                 =3 

-   EA=(7,1,15,10) (7*1 mod 20 , 7*3 mod 20 ,7*5 mod 20 ,7*10 mod 20) 

let the plaintext (M=13) then M=(1,1,0,1) 

to encipher is: 

C=EA*M=(7+1+10)=18 

to decipher is: 

C'=C*W
-1

 mod U =3*18 mod 20 =14 

C'=A*M=14=(1,3,5,10).M 

by snap(14,A*M) ,we get 

M=(1,1,0,1) 

2.4 Soft  simple Knapsack 

In this method, deal with the some attributes in human as h1,h2,….,h6 and applied the cipher in simple 

Knapsack algorithm as example: 

let A=(1,3,5,10,20,80,160) and H1=(01000111) 

to encipher is: 

 , then  C=1*0+3*1+5*0+10*0+20*0+40*1+80*1+160*1=283                  C=     
 
    

to decipher is: 

C=283160    then  h8=1 

  =283-160*1=123 

C=12380  then h7=1 

  =123-80*1=43 

C=4340  then h6=1 

  =43-40*1=3 

C=320  then h5=0 

  =3-20*0=3 

C=310 then h4=0 

  =3-10*0=3 

C=35  then h3=0 
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  =3-5*0=3 

C=33  then h2=1 

  =3-3*1=0 

C=01  then h1=0 

  =0-1*0=0 

 H1=(01000111) 

In similar way to compute H2,H3,….,H6 

 

Table2:tabular representation of a Soft  simple knapsack 

C1,C2,………C6 (F(e1),F(e2),…..F(e8))(h1,h2,………….,h8) U 

283 (01000111) H1 

33 (01011000) H2 

291 (10010111) H3 

285 (00100111) H4 

5 (00100000) H5 

25 (00101000) H6 

 

2.5 Soft Trapdoor Knapsack 

In the same manner of soft simple Knapsack . as example 

if 

-  A=(1,3,5,10,20,80,160) 

-  U=320 

-  W=7 ,gcd(7,320)=1 

-  compute  W
-1

=7
(320)-1

mod320 

                         =7
63

mod320=183 

-  EA=W*A mod U 

     =(1*7 mod 320,7*7 mod 320,5*7 mod320,10*7mod320,20*7                 

mod320,40*7mod320,80*7mod320,160*7 mod320)   

    =(7,21,35,70,140,280,240,160) 

let H1=(01000111)  then 

to encipher is: 

C=EA*H=701 

to decipher is: 

C'=C*W
-1

 mod U 

   =701*183 mod 320=283 

C'=A*H5=5=(1,3,5,10,20,40,80,160)H1 

by snap(5,A.H5) ,we get 

H1=(00100000) 

in similar way  to compute H2,H3,…,H6 

 

Table3:tabular representation of a Soft  Trapdoor Knapsack 

 C1,C2,………C6 (F(e1),F(e2),…..F(e8))(h1,h2,………….,h8) U 

701 (01000111) H1 

231 (01011000) H2 

757 (10010111) H3 

715 (00100111) H4 

35 (00100000) H5 

175 (00101000) H6 

3. Measurement (SNR and PSNR) 

In this section we will explain the measurement of SNR and PSNR shown in the following table: 
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Table4: tabular representation of measure SNR and PSNR 

PSNR SNR                          measure 

Knapsack types 

15.29 12.0261 Soft simple Knapsack 

-34.37 -7.0559 Soft trapdoor Knapsack 

 

 

 
 

4. Conclusions 

We calculated during the calculation of the SNR and in contrast to his PSNR that the ratios of the difference 

between the two methods are different where in the simple Knapsack cipher that the difference was more than 

3 which is a reasonable rate and is a method is noticeable compared with the soft Trapdoor Knapsack which 

gave very good ratios more than 27 and therefore more reliable in Encryption method which gives more 

security and all this can be seen in the previous table . 
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